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FOURTH WINTER SCHOOL (1976) 

ATOMS IN UNIFORMITIES 

by 

J. REITEKiAN 

A list of solved and open problems concerning'atoms in 

lattices of continuous structures is presented. 

1. Let U be an ultrafilter on X, let x £X. Denote T„ 

the topology on X such that x0€ M4=->M &U and such that other 

points are isolated. 

Theorem (folklor). Atoms in the lattice of all topolo

gies on X are just topologies of the form T-j. Each topology 

is a supremum of atoms. 

2. Let Uf V be two distinct ultrafiIters on X. Denote 

P-jy the proximity on X such that two disjoint sets Af B are 

proximal iff A€ U, B €V or conversely. 

Theorem. Atoms in the lattice of proximities on X are 

just proximities of the form P-jy. Each proximity is a supre

mum of atoms. 

3. Let U be an ultrafilter on X and f: X —•*-X a bisec

tion such that fUs£U. Denote S-, the uniformity a base of 

which consists of covers of the form «C«£x,fx} | xe?J V 

u -C-t x } | xeXj t where P«U. 

Theorem tl] • Proximal^ non-discrete atoms In the lat

tice of all uniformities on X are just uniformities of the 
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form S*j. 

The uniformity S-j induces the proximity p-p .—- and is 

minimal, but not necessarily the finest one with this pro

perty. In other words, S-j need not be proximally fine. Let 

us consider the following properties of an ultrafilter U en 

a countable set N. 

PF S-j is proximally fine 

OPF S-j is proximally fine among all zero dimensional uni

formities 

Sel U is selectiTe 

R for each two maps f, g: N — > N such that fU * gU there is 

Fe XX with f A3 » g/U 

P for each two one-to-finite relations f, g: N — ^ N such 

that fU * gU there is F 6 U such that for each x e F we 

haTe txngx+0* 

Theorem. Sel => P => PF«=-> OPF -==> R 

The implication P*=>Sel does not hold (A. Loureau- pri-

Tate communication) while the implications PF»->Pf OPF =-=.> 

=.-=.> PF are open problems. 

4* If U is an ultrafilter on X then denote A-j the uni

formity on X consisting of all coTers P with P A U-̂ jJ. 

Theorem Til A-j is an atom iff U is selectiTe. Each 

proximally discrete atom refines some A-j. 

If U is an ultrafilter on X and a uniformity Az on 

T J*-Cx} is given for each x€X then all covers of Xx X of 

the form U i Px | x €F } u -£ I x} \ x€**X \ f where FcU 
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and Px is in Ax for each xeP, fora a basis of a unifor-

aity which will be denoted by _«E Px» If each Ax is an 

atoa so is S P . Thus, assuming the existence of selec-

tiTe ultrafilters we dan construct atoms on arbitrary car

dinalities. 

There exists an exaaple of a proxiaally discrete atoa 

which is not of the fora -S Px# 

The following probleas remain open: Is eTery atoa sero-

diaensionatfGiTen Uf how large can be the cardinality of the 

set of atoas refining Ap T 
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